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ABSTRACT 
Let A be an m X n matrix. It is shown that if a matrix A comes close to satisfying 
the definition of the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of A,A ‘, then IId -At 11 is 
small. Norm estimates are given which make precise what is close. The Drazin 
generalized inverse is also considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
IfAisanmXnmatrix(AECmXn ), then the Moore-Penrose generalized 
inverse of A, A ‘, is the unique solution of the four equations 
AXA=A, XAX = x, AX= (AX)*, XA = (XA)*. (1) 
Here * denotes the conjugate transpose. The operation of taking the Moore- 
Penrose generalized inverse is a discontinuous function from CmX n onto 
C” x m 161. If A is not of full rank, then small changes in A can produce large 
changes in A’ [6]. This raises questions about what it even means to 
calculate A’ if exact arithmetic is not used [5]. 
Another difficulty arises if one has computed an estimate A’ for A’ from 
a given A. How does one check the answer? If it almost satisfies (l), then 
must A^’ be close to A ‘? 
This note will address itself to both difficulties. We shall show that if Al’ 
almost satisfies (l), then A^’ must be close to the theoretical A ‘. Error bounds 
will be derived. As a consequence we will have shown that the problem of 
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computing At is well posed for exactly known A in the sense that if A is 
known exactly, and Al+ almost satisfies (l), then Al’ must be close to A ‘. 
Finally, we shall discuss some related problems concerning the Drazin 
generalized inverse of a square matrix. 
2. THE MOORE-PENROSE GENERALIZED INVERSE 
Fix A E C”” n and consider the equations 
AXA-A=E,, XAX-X=E,, 
(2) 
AX - X*A* = E,, XA-A*X*=E4. 
In terms of our previous discussion X may be thought of as the computed 
estimate and the E, as error terms. Let X = A’ + F. Then (2) becomes 
AFA = E,, FAA++A+AF+FAF-F=E,, 
(3) 
AF-F*A*=Es, FA-A*F*=E 4’ 
We shall use (3) to solve for F in terms of A, A’ and the Ei. From (3) we get 
A+AFAA+=A+E,A+, (4) 
(Z-A+A)FAF(Z-AA+)-(Z-A+A)F(Z-AA’)=(Z-A+A)E,(Z-AA+), (5) 
A+AF(Z-AA+)=A+E,(Z-AA’), (6) 
(Z-A+A)FAA’=(Z-A+A)E,A+. (7) 
Now, using (6) and (7), (5) may be rewritten as 
(Z-A+A)F(Z-AA’) 
= -(I-A+A)E,(Z-AA+)+(Z-A+A)FAA+AA+AF(Z-AA’) 
= -(I-A+A)E,(Z-AA+)+(Z-A+A)E,A+AA+E,(Z-AA’) 
=(I-A+A)[ -E,+E,A+E,](Z-AA’). 
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But F=A+AFAA++(Z-A+A)FAA++A+AF(Z-AA+)+(Z-A+A)F(Z-AA+), 
so that we have the following results: 
THEOREM 1. Let A E CmXn, X E CnXn, and I]. I] denote a matrix norm. 
Define Ei, i=1,2,3,4, by (2). Then 
II=A’ll G IIEJ llA+l12+ IIEzll IIA’II III-u’ll + IlU IIA’II IIZ-AtAIl 
+(lIE,ll+ IIUI IlEsll IIA+ll)ll~-AtAll IV-AA’II. (8) 
COROLLARY 1. Zf {X,} is a sequence of n X m matrices such that the 
sequences {X,AX,-X,}, {AX,-X,*A*}, {X,A-A*X,*} and {AX,A-A} 
all converge to xero, then {X,} converges to A ‘. 
Since all norms are equivalent on Cx” the error estimate (8) may be 
rewritten as follows. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A EC”‘~“, X .Cflx”, and 11. II denote a matrix 
norm. Define Ei, i = 1,2,3,4, by (2). Let r be an upper bound in /I * II for the 
set of orthogonal projections. Then 
IV-A’II ( ~211E,ll + ~llA+ll(llE~ll + lIEAl +~llE~ll IIW)+ llA+l1211E,Il~ 
Note that the estimate (8) in Theorem 1 seems to suggest that minimizing 
)( ElII is important if A has large condition number (]]A]] ]]A’]]). 
Corollaries 1 and 2 may also be proved using the singular value decom- 
position of A. 
3. THE DRAZIN GENERALIZED INVERSE 
There are other generalized inverses which are uniquely defined by 
algebraic equations. For example, the Drazin inverse of a square matrix is 
the unique matrix X such that 
xAx=x, XA=AX, Ak+‘x,Ak. (9) 
Here k=indexA. Because of the Drazin inverse’s applications to Markov 
chains, differential equations, and control theory [l-3], it is useful to know 
whether the results of Sec. 2 hold in some form for the Drazin inverse. 
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However, the proof of Theorem 1 does not work for the Drazin inverse. If A 
has index one, then AD is also called the group inverse of A and sometimes 
denoted A #. The index one case has applications in the theory of Markov 
chains [3] and in numerical analysis [4]. We are able to prove the Drazin 
inverse analogue of Theorem 1 for the index one case much as Theorem 1 
was proven. Suppose that indexA = 1. Define E,,E,,E, by 
XAX-X=E,, XA-AX=E,, A2X-A=E,. (IO) 
Let F= X - A *. Then (10) becomes 
A#AF+FAA”+FAF-F=E,, 
FA-AF=E,, 
and 
A2F= E,. 
Then from (12) and (13) we get 
(II) 
(12) 
(13) 
and 
From (11) we get 
A#AF(Z-A#A)=A#E,(Z-ASA), (14) 
(I-A#A)FA#A=(Z-A#A)EsA#, (IS) 
AA #F = A *2E3. (16) 
(Z-A#A)F(Z-A#A)=(Z-A#A)FAF(Z-A#A)-(Z-A#A)E,(Z-A*A) 
=(I-A”A)E2A”E2(Z-A#A)-(I-A#A)E,(Z-A*A). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that A E C” x n and indexA = 1. Zf E,,E,,E, are 
defined by (10) and (j*II is a matrix norm, then 
IIX-A”II ( IIA~l1211W + llE211211A#lI llI-A*Al12 
+ IIA#ll IlEzll IIZ- A#41 + IlElll lII-A*412. 
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Since A *A is not Hermitian, we do not get a Drazin analogue of 
Corollary 2. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that A E C” x n and A has index 1. Zf {X,} is a 
sequence of matrices such that the sequences {AX, - X,A}, {A2X, - A}, 
{ XrAX, - X,} all converge to zero, then X,-+A#. 
One can prove the following weakened form of Corollary 1 which follows 
from the fact that in finite dimensional normed linear spaces, bounded 
sequences have convergent subsequences. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A EC”‘” and k = indexd. Zf {X,} is a bounded 
sequence of n x n matrices such that { X,AX, - X,}, {AX, - XrA} and 
{A k’ 'X, - A k} all converge to xero, then { X,} converges to A D. 
The error estimate (8) was suggested by the referee and is sharper than 
OUT original estimate, which had a IlA’ II3 term. 
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